
Replacing the steering rack
Some lessons learned
By Peter Laidler

You might remember many months ago I wrote a semi tech note
based on rebuilding the steering rack and column.  Well…., while I
had rebuilt a spare rack,  I’ve just had the chore of replacing it for
the clonky rack in my car. 

Based on this recent experience I’m going to relate a few of the
small – and not so small – problems I encountered!  Perhaps later
Mark could add these notes as Part 2 to the original steering rack
tech article.

By following the workshop manual, removal of the rack in-situ is
quite simple.  Remove the 4x rear sub frame bolts, loosen the 2x
9/16 front  mounting  bolts  and remove the  4x  sub frame tower
bolts.  STOP THERE.
Regardless of whether your car is fitted with top tower bolts OR
studs, remove them and before you do anything else, immediately
replace them with 4x 5 or 6” long threaded slave studs.  (I used 4
lengths of UNF threaded studding rod).

The reason for this is that after you have lowered the subframe an
inch or so at the rear and replaced the rack, the tower bolt hole
shafts  probably  won’t  accurately  re-align  with  the  corresponding
shafts in the body cross-member.  And in that case, shuffling the
heavy engine and sub-frame or heavy body to realign the bolts with
the holes is a real PITA.  

If  you  have  long  slave  studs  in  the  sub-frame  stud  holes  and
through the body you can be sure that  when you jack the sub
frame up – or lower the body afterwards then the sub-frame bolt
holes WILL align with the bolt shafts.  You might bend the slave
studs slightly but they will come out easily and the holes will align.

The rear of the front sub-frame only needs to be lowered (or body
lifted) by approx. 1½ to 2” to allow clearance for the rack.  Push
pinion outwards, rotate clear of the shell and the rack will slide out
of the drivers side complete with the track rod ends (TRE’s).

Now……, if the steering and track-in was perfect when you took the



rack out AND if it’s only a replacement rack bush you need, then if
you follow these simple instructions it will be perfect when it goes
back.  But only if you follow these instructions.
Put a ¾” open ended spanner on the flats of the TRE and the lock
nut and JUST break the lock joint.  Done it?  Now count the exact
number of turns it takes to unscrew the TRE from the track rod.  If
it’s 10 ¼ turns WRITE IT DOWN.  Left TRE 10 ¼” turns say, now do
the same with the right side.  Remove the locknut.

Rebuild rack as per the earlier article.  Here’s the next tip.  I realise
that the book says to inject the gear oil when the rack is assembled
onto the car.  That’s all very well, but that ain’t no clean and easy
way to do it.  I suggest you grip the assembled rack lightly in a
vice, angled with pinion housing part downwards slightly and top it
up with a long spout oil  can through the rack end of the gaiter
undone.  .2ml in…., DON’T lock up the small end of the boots just
yet.  Lay  rack  flat  with  track  rods  lifted  upwards  to  prevent  oil
dripping out and check for leaks. It’s a whole lot easier to see leaks
when it’s left laying parallel on the floor overnight believe me!!!!!

Assembly  to  the  car  is  pretty  much the reverse  of  what  you’ve
already done.   But  here’s another  important tip.  Before you set
about trying to insert the rack ‘U’-bolts in the tight confined space
between the body, engine and sub frame, insert the bolt ends of the
U-bolts FROM INSIDE the car.  If  you have to jiggle,  pull,  push,
twist etc etc. this will  cause you problems when you’re trying to
insert them from the outside AND supporting the rack too!  This will
ensure that  they slip  freely  and cleanly through their  respective
holes from the outside.  (Pal Clever Trevor who did the same job
over last winter held his rack in place temporarily with some of that
thin orange bailing twine stuff and pulled it through once the U-bolt
threads had started!) 

Another point to ponder too is that the Unipart/MOWOG U-bolts are
tough almost spring steel and a bit of a pig to adjust or close up or
open out to exactly fit the hole centres so make sure they’re a good
fit before you set about it.  A bit of mastic under the U-bolt nut
washers is a good idea too, to keep the car waterproof.

If you kept an accurate note of the turns required to remove each
TRE and marked each as coming from the left or right side, then all
is well.



If you have fitted new TRE’s, there’s a bit of a problem ahead……  
WHEEL ALIGNMENT.  But it needn’t be if you follow what I’ve done
a zillion times.  And it’s this…..

With the new (or old if you want to start again…..) TRE’s and lock
nuts screwed on, leaving, say 10 or 11 threads at each end, roll the
car back and forth a few times so that the steering and suspension
is at neutral.  Now centralise the steering rack.  
Mk1.  If it’s a Mk1, go from lock to lock, look at the steering wheel
and when there’s an equal number of turns left and right. Leave it
there.
Mk2.  If it’s a Mk2, centralise the rack using the plastic plug and ¼”
drill shank through the passenger floor bung.

This is what I do.  The front wheels should have a 1/16” toe-out!!!!
Nope, I don’t see how they arrive at that conclusion either, with the
vagaries of wheels, tyres and the ‘sort of level’ floors you associate
with garages or tyre fitting bays.  So parallel has always been good
enough for me, but there you go and I’m always willing to listen to
a good argument for it!

 A 4.5” Cooper S wheel with new Dunlop tyres
Note the laser level fixed with a couple of cheapo bungee rubbers equidistance
across the tyre with the laser light aimed horizontally ALONG the length of the
sill and parallel to the floor.  You can make fixing the level to the wheel/tyre as
complicated or as easy as you like but it’ll sit there like this all day!  My maxim

throughout has been KISS.  Keep It Simple Stupid!

Using a bungee strap/rubber as shown in the photos, fix a laser
equipped level to the wheel rim or across the tyre, level with the
floor  side/sill.  Laser  on  and  beam adjusted  for  height  to  shine



along the length of the sill.  Now, with a steel rule held against the
sill as shown, measure where the laser light strikes the markings on
the steel rule*.  The wheel is pointing EXACTLY front to rear when
the laser hits the same mark on the steel rule at every point along
the sill.  For example, mine was 3.5cm, at the 4 points the rule
touched along the sill.
*accepting that your two sills run parallel, front to rear

 With laser level sat atop a shaped piece of wood.
Similar to photo 1 but if you have doubts about using the tyres as your datum,
a simple piece of 2” wide ½” thick wood with radiussed ends will fit onto the
inner flange and give a perfect base.  Why complicate things.  Clever ‘eh? 

Adjustment is simple.  If the laser is deviating outwards as the rule
is  moved  rearwards,  then  the  rear  of  the  front  wheel  must  be
brought INWARDS (track rod arm screwed INTO the TRE) to correct
the  alignment.  And  vice-verca.  My  laser  shone  onto  the  silver
backed thermal cladding on the garage door so I could actually SEE
the mark moving as I adjusted the TRE’s

 Note the laser mark on the steel rule…..
It took 5 minutes to get to this stage.  Notice that the laser light has veered



outwards from 3.5cm to 4cm.  Just a tweek of the track rod moved the rear of
the wheel inwards and the beam to 3.5cm – parallel along the full length of the

sill. Now for the other side……

This way, you can get the wheels/tyres EXACTLY parallel.  For the
pedantic  amongst  you,  who actually  want a 1/16” toe-out,  then
once you have both wheels exactly parallel then (mathematically),
screw EACH track rod into the TRE, by a further 1/8 turn and lock
up the lock nuts.  Seal up the outer ends of the track rod boots.

 The laser spot at the rear of the car.
While you’re laying under the car rotating the track rod you’ll see the laser
light moving across whatever you put across the rear of the car (this is the

silver backed insulation on the garage door incidentally…) making fine
adjustment simple. 

While I was doing the front wheel alignment with mine, with the
laser set up across the now exactly parallel front wheels I put the
steel rule against the inner flange of the rear wheels.  As for my
findings…….., let’s not go there!!!!


